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Language: Complaint versus Commitment
-Mark Haeussler, CEO
Much of what we hear around us are complaints. The guy in front of me is
a crummy driver, my coworker is too slow in getting the report to me, she
doesn’t listen, it’s too hot, it’s too cold, I can’t get data in time…you’ve
heard all this and more. Ugh! Language of complaint is just…ugly.
Language of complaint is a bringer of death to any initiative. It puts into question people’s
efforts, the direction the group is headed, past decisions, and even one another. Sometimes
complaint is accusingly or snidely disguised as a question: “Why didn’t you…?” In some
organizations, complaint is the primary language spoken and written. I’ve heard it.
Why do people complain so much? Mostly because it so easy. Complaining is pointing out what
is wrong – from the smallest imperfection to the repeated problem. When listening to a
symphony or looking at a piece of art, it would take little effort to point out a flaw. Some people
complain as a way to throw other people off – better to complain that so-and-so didn’t finish to
throw attention elsewhere if my own work is substandard. Here’s the thing about complaint – it’s
almost always useless.
Language of commitment is an effort to build investment, trust, cooperation, and obligation.
Commitment is hard work – harder than complaint – because it requires greater investment and
greater accountability from everyone. Language of commitment often feels risky as the leader is
putting themselves out there for accountability. Language of commitment includes listening at
rest to build greater understanding and to be willing to have your own perspectives challenged.
Language of Commitment includes:
ä How you will be held accountable.
ä Clear criteria of success that are observable or measurable.
ä Appropriate level of actions, timelines, and check-ins.
ä Framing missed accountabilities as learning moments to inform reorganizing.
ä A greater focus on outcomes than on inputs.
ä Time commitments (both completion and interim intervals toward success).
ä How the group will check-in on progress.
ä A commitment to being generative.
Dare yourself to listen to your own language – and how even an evolved leader can have
complaint sneak in. Then, recommit to using language of commitment.
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